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ABSTRACT 
Elementary arguments are used to establish equivalent conditions for an operator 
on a finite dimensional space to have all invariant subspaces hype&variant. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For each linear operator T on a finite dimensional vector space Y there 
are two subspace lattices associated with T. The invariant subspace lattice 
consists of all subspaces JZ of Y such that T A L .A. The hyperinvariant 
subspace lattice consists of all subspaces of -Y- that are invariant under all 
operators commuting with T, i.e., subspaces .L such that SJZ G .M for all S 
with ST = TS. Obviously every hyperinvariant subspace is an invariant 
subspace. Simple examples (e.g., the identity operator or results in [l] and 
[2]) show that for most operators there are many more invariant subspaces 
than hyperinvariant onces. Under what kind of conditions do we have all 
invariant subspaces for T hyperinvariant? These operators have few invariant 
subspaces. 
In [l] a complete description of the lattice of invariant subspaces is given, 
and the hyperinvariant subspace lattice is described in [2]. It is proved in [3] 
that every invariant subspace is the range of some operator in the cornmutant 
{T}’ (the algebra of operators commuting with T) of T, and the kernel of 
such an operator. A first glance at our problem would lead one to speculate 
that these results should provide an answer to our question. Some delibera- 
tion reveals that an answer to this question does not seem to follow directly 
from these results. However, Theorem 10 in [l] gives the equivalence of 
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conditions (1) and (7) in the Theorem below. (We owe this observation to 
Peter Rosenthal.) 
The purpose of this note is to collect as many equivalent conditions on an 
operator as we can, for it to have all invariant subspaces hyperinvariant, and 
give simple proofs of their equivaIence. 
It is well known that there exists a (Jordan) basis for Y with respect to 
which the matrix representation of T is in Jordan canonical form [4]. Let 
T=T,a3T2c13 * * - @Tk be the Jordan decomposition of T (each T, is a single 
Jordan block of T), and let Y = V’i@ V$ . * * @ Vk be the corresponding 
decomposition of the space. A subspace & decomposes with respect to the 
Jordan decomposition of T if M = ..M,@A,@ . . * @Mk, where Ai = .M n 
<. For each eigenvalue of T the Jordan blocks corresponding to this 
eigenvalue form a direct summand of T, &led the primary summand [l]. It 
is a polynomial in 2’ and acts on a subspace that is the range of a projection, 
which is a polynomial in T. 
2. THE CHARACTERIZATIONS 
THEOREM. Let T be a linear operator on a finite dimensional complex 
vector space Y. Suppose T and V have the decompositions described above. 
Then the folbwing statements about T are equivalent: 
(1) Euey T-invariant snbspace is hypertnvartant. 
(2) Every T&variant subspace is the range of some polynomial in T. 
(3) Every T-invariant s&space is the kernel of a polynomial in T. 
(4) Euey T-invariant subspace decomposes with respect to the Iondan 
decomposition of T. 
(5) T has finitely many invariant subspaces. 
(6) T has countably many inuariant s&paces. 
(7) Every operator in {T}’ is a polynomial in T. 
(8) {T }’ is commutatiue. 
(9) Each eigenvalue of T appears in exactly one Jordan block in the 
Jordan canonical fm of T. 
(10) The minimal and characteristic polynomials of T coincide. 
(11) T has a cyclic vector. 
REMARKS. 
(i) The equivalence of the conditions (9), (lo), and (11) is well known. 
(ii) That (6) implies (9) is a result of P. Rosenthal [5], on operators on 
infinite dimensional Hilbert space. 
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Proof. It is clear that (2) * (1) that (3) =$ (l), that (5) * (6), that 
(7) 3 (l), and that (7) - (8). For the equivalence (9) 0 (10) see [7, p. 1551; 
for (10) = (11) see [4]. Thus it suffices to show (1) =+ (9) (4) * (5), (6) - (9) 
(8) 3 (9) (9) =j (2) (9) 3 (3), (9) 4 (4), and (9) * (7). We proceed in that 
order. 
(1) = (9): Suppose some eigenvalue of T appears in two or more Jordan 
blocks. With no loss of generality, we may assume that it is 0. Then T is the 
direct sum of two cyclic nilpotent operators Ni and N2 and another operator 
T’ with respect to a decomposition -Y,@V@ Y’ of VT. There are nonzero 
vectors xi, x2 in Vr, 7?s such that Nix, = 0 and Nsxs = 0. We note that 
d = [xi + x,], the subspace generated by the enclosed vector, is a T- 
invariant subspace. The operator having direct summands 0 on Vr, I (the 
identity operator) on Vs, and 0 on V’ commutes with T. It is easy to see that 
this operator does not leave A invariant. 
(4) =j (5): Let M be a T-invariant subspace. Then X decomposes, as in 
the paragraph preceding the statement of the theorem, with each .Mi 
Ti-invariant. Since each Ti is a scalar plus a nilpotent with a cyclic vector, it 
has only finitely many invariant subspaces. Thus there are only finitely many 
choices of .Mi for each i. Therefore only finitely many d can be formed. 
(6) * (9): Suppose that some eigenvalue appears in two‘or more Jordan 
blocks. With no loss of generality assume that it is 0. Then T is the direct sum 
of cyclic nilpotents Nr and N, and another operator T’, as in the proof of 
(1) =j (9). It follows that there are nonzero vectors xi, x2 such that N,x, = 0. 
Thus the space [xi + Xx,] is T-invariant for each scalar h. Since these spaces 
are distinct for distinct X, we obtain an uncountable family of invariant 
subspaces for T, contradicting our assumption. 
(8) * (9): Suppose that some eigenvalue, say 0, appears in two or more 
Jordan blocks in the Jordan matrix of T. Thus T = N,@ N,@T’ as in the proof 
of (1) * (9). A simple matrix calculation shows that there exist nonzero 
operators in {T }’ having matrix representation of the form 
[ 0 0 s0 1 
with respect to this decomposition. It is not hard to see that both the above 
operator and 
[ 0 0 sz0 1 
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are in {T }‘. But these operators themselves do not commute; { T }’ is not 
commutative. 
(9) * (2): Let A be an invariant subspace for T. Let T have the Jordan 
matrix decomposition as above (the paragraph preceding the statement of the 
theorem). Since the projections Ei onto the spaces q are polynomials in T, 
A? = A,&u,a3 .*. @M,, where Mi = & n q = Epf?. We note that each 
Ai is Ti-invariant, and q is a cyclic nilpotent plus a scalar. Thus Ai is the 
range of a polynomial in Ti. Because Ti is a polynomial in T, A, is the range 
of a polynomial p,(T) in T. Therefore M = [(pi + p, + . . . + p,)(T)JV, the 
range of a polynomial in T (this is the case because each pi(T) has 0 
summands except the ith one). 
(9) * (3): Let X be an invariant subspace for T. Then, since T = T,@T, 
a3 . . . @Tk with each T primary, .M = M,@&,@ . * . @M, as in the proof 
of (9) 3 (2). Since Ti is a scalar plus a cyclic nilpotent, and Mi is Ti- 
invariant, .Mi is the kernel of a power of the nilpotent, i.e., a power of T, 
minus a scalar, which is a polynomial in Ti. Since Ti itself is a polynomial in 
T, Mi is the kernel of [q,(T)]16 for some polynomial qi. It is straightfor- 
ward to check that the kernel of qi( T) + qs( T) + * . . + qk( T), a polynomial 
in T, is .M (by noting that Til.Mj = 0 if i # j). 
(9) * (4): The proof of th is implication is part of the proof of (9) * (2) 
above. 
(9) 2 (7): Let S commute with T. Let T and Y decompose as in the 
proof of (9) * (2) above. The q is a scalar Xi plus a nilpotent Ni of index the 
dimension of 6, and all Xi are distinct. A simple operator matrix calculation 
shows that, with respect to this decomposition, the (i, j) entry Sij of the 
matrix of S must satisfy TiSij = Si jT.. Since Ti = hi + N,, and hi # A j if i # j, 
we have Sij = 0 for i # j by anot h er matrix computation (or Rosenblum’s 
theorem [S, 61). Thus S = S,@S,@ . . * @S, with respect to this decomposi- 
tion of T, and S,? = KS,. Since Ti is a scalar plus a cyclic nilpotent, it is easy 
to see that Si is a polynomial in T, Si = q(T). Since each T is a primary 
summand, it (more precisely, the operator on the whole space with the ith 
summand Ti and all others 0) is a polynomial ri( T) in T. Thus Si = qi( ri( T)) 
= p,(T) (again this is the operator having ith summand Si and all others 0). 
Therefore S = S,@S,@ . . . @S, = (pi + p, + . . . + p,)(T). The proof is thus 
complete. w 
REMARKS. A compact operator K on an infinite dimensional Hilbert 
space has countably many nonzero eigenvalues. We may apply the Riesz 
functional calculus to disjoint circles surrounding the nonzero isolated eigen- 
values of K to obtain (not necessarily self-adjoint) projections. Then the space 
is the (not necessarily orthogonal) direct sum of the ranges of these projec- 
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tions together with the space (complement of the direct sum of the nonzero 
eigenspaces) on which K is a quasinilpotent operator. On each (K-invariant) 
direct summand, corresponding to nonzero eigenvalues, K has a Jordan 
matrix representation and a single eigenvalue. Thus if K has the property 
that all of its invariant subspaces are hyperinvariant, then each of these 
Jordan matrices must consist of exactly one Jordan cell, and the quasinilpo- 
tent part of K must have the same property (invariant subspaces are 
hyperinvariant). So the problem for compact operators on Hilbert space boils 
down to quasinilpotent compacts. If the quasinilpotent part is just the zero 
operator, then it is not hard to see that K has this property iff its commutant 
is commutative. 
For an arbitrary operator we do not know if there is any simple char- 
acterization. Beurling’s theorem tells us that the unilateral shift has this 
property. Another sufficient condition is unicellularity of the operator, i.e., 
the lattice of invariant subspaces is linearly ordered [S, p. 1131. What are 
necessary and sufficient conditions? 
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